Team Sopris Board Minutes
Date: 5/4/21
Present: Kayo Ogilby, Steve Vanderhoef,
Guests: None
Minutes kept by: Kayo Ogilby

Time

Agenda

Discussion

Action

Old Business

We still have signers on the …
account.
Cristi is the only one who can make
changes to that account.
Somebody else should have eye on
that money market account because
it is Cristi. See notes below
question.

Cuda Group
considerations.

Bob and Steve had a long
conversation with Griffin. He is
moving - so we need to move
forward with another coach that can
help Cuda.
Kelly has committed for the summer
but not beyond that.
Steve has Ellie and Ella helping- but
with two sides of the pool we need
help.
We currently have 13 kids on the
wait list.
Discovery has 11 - essentially 9.
Steve thinks he can add 3 kids to
this group. Most of the kids on this
waitlist can go into that group Steve will start tryouts next week
and add 3 kids to the group.
After talking to people, Steve’s
sense is that the community center
still wants to keep numbers at 50
people in the pool.
How to move kids up the list.
We have 10 kids in the Cuda group
that are on formal hold… that are
paying to stay on the waitlist.
Cristi said that the Rec Center is
going back to normal… no
reservations except for fitness
classes. There is still a max
capacity in the pool because of
staffing, less of CoVid. They can
only guard up to 20 people max and
15 in activity pool per 1 guard.

Steve is going to start moving through
families and tryouts.

Steve would like to continue using
Sign-Up Genius.

Swim for Sopris
Home Meet

$4,960 collected so far with almost
$2000 more… we are looking
around $6000.
We need to get a volunteer list out
there. Steamboat, Aspen, Grand
Junction and us.

Cristi will get volunteer list out in Active by
Friday.
Kayo check in with Todd with Streaming
home meet.

We probably need to feed officials.
If we do - get something like Jimmi
Johns pre-packaged.

Photo Books
Grants

Steve is going to do Aeson’s and Tiff
is going to do the Moons. This will
be delayed a bit.
Stacy Gavrelle can write grants.

CoVid Waver

Sponsor Board
Next Meeting

Tuesday, June 1
6:30

Steve feels like it seems to be better
with mask wearing. Sam Anderson
not wearing mask in locker room Steve will address.
Still looking for two additional
sponsors. Andrea Barth is helping
with this. She has been very helpful.

Cristi is going to send Steve photo files
from Google Drive

